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ALUMNI SUBSCRIBE TO THE "CAMPUS"

During the first of the year several copies of the "Campus" were sent out free to all alumni, along with a bill form which was to be returned accompanied by a little bit of that which is known in everyday phraseology as "coin of the realm."

Many of the alumni have already come across the where-w ithal we exist but many more have not. This is the last copy of your college paper that the Board can send free to the entire alumni but they do wish to keep in touch with the big doings of the college, to follow the athletic teams, and to keep in touch with all the other activities of the Hill during the coming year at Connecticut, sit down at once and send your three cents to the Circulation Manager, Donald W. Tucker, who will see that you get a copy of your college paper every week throughout the year. All back copies will be sent to alumni subscribing within the next two weeks.

NEW CHEERING SYSTEM NOW BEING DEVISED

WILL GRANT LEADERS PROPER RECOGNITION

Freshmen to Try out for Leaders.
Senior Cheer Leader to be Given Insignia.

The committee appointed by President Daley of the Athletic Association for devising a system for cheer-leading has had several meetings and have drawn up regulations which will govern the leading of cheerers in the future. The group is composed of Alexander, chairman, Laubacher and Sneidman. An informal report was given by chairman Alexander at the Mass Meeting held Friday. The rules will yet have to be ratified by the Athletic Association before they can go into effect. It is expected that a meeting will be held for this purpose in the near future.

The new system calls for a senior leader and Ralph Brudage was nominated for this position by the committee. The senior will have two assistants and Metzger, '24, and McCarthy, '25, were nominated for these positions. There will be no freshmen as actual leaders but freshmen may try out during their first year under the direction of one of the older men and be elected to the position of sophomore leader at the end of the year.

ALUMNI RESERVATIONS

Alumni accommodations for men will be arranged for in Storrs Hall, Koons Hall and in the fraternity houses.

There will be reservations for ladies in the women's dormitory, Holcomb Hall.

Reservations may be made for both Friday and Saturday evenings.

SEVENTY-EIGHT MEN IN TWO YEAR COURSE

ARE HERE FOR TWENTY WEEKS OF INSTRUCTION

Latest Official Statistics Show Many Ex-Service Men Enrolled

The School of Agriculture entered last Monday seventy-eight strong. This is an increase over the enrollment of the last two years and is keeping in step with the other enrollments in the college. The two year course is given for men who have not had a high school education and for men who cannot take advantage of the four year course.

Enrolled in the two year course are a large number of service men who are taking vocational agriculture under government compensation. The two year men do not stay the full college year, their course requiring but twenty weeks. It is an intensive course of study designed for men who are intending to go back to the farms and who are not able to take the full four years.

The course is arranged in four consecutive terms, running from Nov. 1, 1922, to Jan. 20, 1923; from Jan. 22 to March 25; from April 4 to June 8; and from Oct. 30 to Jan. 7, 1924. In this way, the Federal Board men, by finishing in January instead of April as formerly, will be able to start their enterprises early in the spring.

Following is the list of Two Year Men:

Anderson, H. A., Bethelhem
Arthur, G. R., Winsted
Ayotte, L. T., Waterbury
Bray, F. S., Stratford
Brown, G. S., Plainfield
Burnham, H. D., Stonington
Burnham, R. H., Bloomfield

(Cont. on page 8 col. 1)

STUDENT SENATE HOLDS IMPORTANT MEETING

Several matters of importance were discussed at the meeting of the Student Senate held last night. The advisability of adopting a standard set of class colors was suggested and plans submitted. It is the idea of the Senate to have the freshman class adopt the colors of the graduating class, thus having four standard sets of colors. All designs of banners should be submitted to the Senate for approval.

The Senate has petitioned the faculty to grant a holiday next Saturday morning in recognition of Armistice Day. This matter will be brought before the faculty at a meeting of that body which will be held at eleven o'clock on Friday.
PROVIDENCE MAULS AGGIES ON HOME FIELD

RHODE ISLANDERS HAVE WIDE MARGIN AT END

Rough Battle Ends in 18-8 Score.—Many Men Carried from the Field. Cohen Injured.

The old drama of the under-rated team smearing its supposedly stronger rival was re-enacted on Gardner Dow Field last Saturday when the husky Providence College eleven handed the Aggies a 10-0 setback. The locals were topheavy favorites—"Eddie" Casey in the "Courant" picking them to win easily—but Providence played better football, flashed a more consistent and varied attack, and kept the Blue and White at bay on the few occasions when they were deep in Providence lines. Linebackers and jacks off their own territory. Connecticut's tackle, although resulting in good gains at times, wore the men out and left them until, barely over the final punch when the chance came.

Exchange of Punts

The game opened with an exchange of kicks on which the Aggies gained. Following this two downs were made on the Rhode Island team, but they immediately tightened up and took the ball. Shortly afterward Hurley intercepted a forward pass, and the ball saw-sawed for the rest of the quarter. Providence scored in the second period on an end run by Gilmar- tin, Brickley drop-kicking for the extra point.

Aggies Start Well

As in previous games this season, the Aggies started like a house afire in the third quarter, and it looked as if a touchdown was sure. Ryan, Hurley, Cohen and Makofski alternated in long gains through the line, until the Blue and White reached scoring distance, where on an attempted trick play Cohen fumbled and an alert Providence man dropped on the pigskin. The visitors immediately punched out of danger, Cohen sifting back twenty yards before he was tackled hard and knocked out so badly he had to be removed from the game. "Art" is now in the infirmary and is getting along favorably.

Brickley Makes Field Goal

Makofski made a long run for a brilliant tackle, after which Dunn intercepted a pass just as the quarter ended. Connecticut took the ball, but could not hit its stride, Ryan breaking through center and getting away for a big gain once, but being called back on a fifteen yard penalty for holding.

SCORES OF OPPONENTS

N. Y. U. 13—Trinity 0
Maine 7—Bowdoin 0
Bates 6—Mass. Aggies 0
Springfield 17—Fordham 0

MEGAPHONE

Saturday's defeat was a bitter blow to the team and students, as many considered the game a certain victory for the Aggies.

The team played a good game but the breaks went the other way at critical times.

Also the Providence men were a husky crew, many of them were forced to retire before the end of the contest, showing that the victory was far from easy.

"Rather rough," said the man on the grandstand, with Providence in the lead.

St. Stephens defeated Rhode Island early in the season by the score of 7-6, showing that the two teams are very nearly of the same calibre.

The Aggies have a hard game before them this week and will out in full force to wipe out the last defeat.

Connecticut has played better football on foreign fields than at home this year.

After all the Rhode Island game is THE GAME.

by an Aggie lineman. Near the end of the period Providence recovered a fumble and Brickley, brother of the famous Harvard Brickley, sent over a neat field goal from a difficult angle on the twenty-two yard line.

Slattery, who played part of the game, although knocked out twice, tore off several good gains for the Providence collegians. Moreland, who did some of the punting for the Aggies kicked well. Eddy also seemed to hit his old form again in the punting game.

MORE HOME GAMES FOR BASKETBALL ARRANGED

Villanova and St. Lawrence are Added to Connecticut Aggie Schedule

Starting last Monday night, Connecticut's famous basketball tossers commenced practice. From now on practices will be held weekly, with more frequent practices as the season progresses.

Of the three better men of last years team, two were out, Lord and Alexander. Makofski, because of being out for football, will not be available till after the gridiron season is closed. The same is true of "Bob" Berry, but about every other member of last year's squad was on deck. There was quite a number of freshmen out and a few showed good signs of developing into future players.

A few changes have been made in the schedule since it was last printed in the "Campus." The game with Pratt has been cancelled by them because the date scheduled for the game was the one decided on for the beginning of their Christmas vacation.

Seven home games have been arranged for so far, and another one with Tufts is pending. Villanova, which is going to tour New England next winter is to play here February 16. St. Lawrence is scheduled for February 7, and the two dates have been agreed upon with Rhode Island. The first is for here on January 10, and the second at Kingston February 23.

Manager Laubscher is trying to get games with Wesleyan and Worcester on their own floors. According to his present plans, the idea is to have eight home games and an equal number on our opponents floors.

Lloyd King, '17, was recently united in marriage to Mildred L. Miller of Beverly, Massachusetts. Mr. King was a member of the varsity nine while at Connecticut and also of the Eta Lambda Sigma fraternity.

AGGIE HARRIERS BESTED BY RHODE ISLAND

Score is 29-19 but Rhody Man Breaks Record to Defeat Jacoby Who Gained Second Honors.

The Connecticut Aggie Cross Country Team journeyed to Kingston last Friday to take part in the first inter-collegiate cross country meet in the history of the college. Though handicapped by being on a strange course and running against a more experienced team, the Aggies made a very creditable showing and the Rhode Island team was compelled to set a record breaking pace to win. The course, which was a little over four and a half miles, started at the football field going southwest and then circled to the north of the college across the college grounds and down the hill to finish at the gridiron. Bailey of Rhode Island was compelled to break the record of twenty minutes eleven seconds in order to beat Jacoby (C) '25, who finished second. The fact that the race was run at an exceptionally fast pace is proven by the time of twenty-four minutes, four seconds. The former record was set the week before when Rhode Island defeated Brown University thirteen-nine to eighteen. Connecticut was defeated thirty-nine to nineteen. In the Brown meet the Engineers captured all four first places and expected to do the same against the Aggies. Jacoby by a flying finish defeated Smith of two mile fame, while Volhoage, '26, showed up well by coming in seventh. Ninth place was captured by Beardley, '25, tenth by Hutton, '25, eleventh by Stocking, '25, thirteenth by Humphrey, '25, and fourteenth by Brockett, '24. The Rhode Island manager suggested that later arrangements could be made for next year, one meet to be held there and one at Storrs.

While at Rhode Island the team was royally entertained by the manager and the Theta Chi Fraternity.

BEAT RHODE ISLAND

HUSKY AGGIE WARRIORS WHO WILL TAKE PART IN THE RHODE ISLAND GAME

Back Row—Ryan, H.B.; Captain Daly, F.B.; Berry, H.B.; Cohen, Q.B.
Front Row—Dunn, R.E.; Prentice, R. T.; Ashman, R.G.; Patterson, C.; Sleichter, L.G.; O'Neil, L.T.; Eddy, R.E.
WATERBURY DRUM CORPS
TO PLAY AT R. I. GAME
Collection to be Taken at Mass Meeting to Defray Expenses

At a mass meeting held last Friday evening "Skipper" Belan told of plans being made for the Rhode Island game and of the need for music. Those in charge have arranged to have the Waterbury Fife and Drum Corps on the Hill for the day. This organization is one of the best known in New England and with them present there will be enough noise to satisfy all present.

In order to defray the expenses incurred by engaging these musicians, a collection was taken up and fifteen dollars realized. The hat will be passed again at the Mass Meeting this Friday and it is hoped by those in charge that a good sum will find its way into the various tiles which will be circulated through the crowd. A quarter apiece from 300 will mean seventy-five bills and two bits never broke anyone.

VARSITY CLUB MEN
HOLD ANNUAL DANCE
Hawley Armory is Scene of Informal Affair Last Saturday Night

Hawley Armory was the scene of the annual fall dance of the Varsity Club last Saturday night. Music for the twelve dance numbers was furnished by the Peerless Orchestra of Willimantic. The boxes for the orchestra and the patrons were decorated with palms. Dancing was held from eight until twelve.

The patrons and patronesses for the dance were: Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Gayer, Mr. A. J. Brundage and Mr. E. M. Gumbart.

The proceeds for the dance will be used by the Varsity Club to purchase emblems for the senior athletes who will graduate in June.

The committee in charge of the dance included Paul Steere, 23, chairman, Ralph Brundage, '23 and Maxon Eddy, '25.

INTERFRATERNITY SMOKER
PLANNED FOR DEC. 7
Plans for the Interfraternity Smoker for all upperclassmen on the night preceding pledge-day are progressing favorably. The committee is not at this time ready to announce a definite organized program for the evening, but music, movies, drama and smoking will probably furnish the entertainment.

E. Y. WILLIAMS SPEAKS
AT COLLEGE ASSEMBLY

Mr. E. Y. Williams was the speaker at College Assembly on Wednesday, November 8th. Mr. Williams, who is the regional director of agricultural vocations for the North Atlantic states spoke on the advantages of attending a vocational school and the marked advancement that has been brought about in farming methods through the influence of such schools. Dr. Dentlinger of the faculty, led the services.

CONNIE SAYS

Why not keep up with the times and read a paper every day? The College Store has taken over the agency for the "Hartford Times" and copies will be given out promptly every afternoon. The price is only sixteen cents a week and the next time you buy a drink give the clerk a thin piece and eight coppers more and he will place your name on the circulation list. The "Times" runs a special Connecticut column and all Aggie news appears almost as soon as it happens. Students in Economics, History and Current Events will find it indispensable.

For Christmas there will be a supply of 2000 cards on sale at the store. These cards are the latest in greeting remembrances and are of remarkable workmanship with the college seal engraved on each. The different styles and sizes will be ready for prospective customers on November 20. The assortment is large but anyone who can look at them and not at least buy a dozen is a piker, so shop early for Christmas, and show your friends what wonderful taste the Aggies have in greeting cards.

Winter is here with its blistering winds and stormy weather. The many places in the towns that have co-op or co-op groups will be enough to keep her complexion in the best possible condition. To this end and from the well known firm of Richard Hudnut, has come a shipment of the far-famed Hudnut Compacts, a pleasing combination of all the necessary materials for retaining that darling complexion. Stores in the city have been unable to cope with the demand for this article and a consignment for the college was secured only after a long delay.

The beautiful container is alone worth the price of the article which has all the new devices for re-filling just like brother's shaving stick. Included are facial powders, creams and all the other well known accessories. Special price, $1.49.

REPRESENTATIVE OF C.A.C. WILL BE AT SPRINGFIELD

C. A. C. will be well represented at the Milk Marketing Conference to be held at Springfield, Mass., soon. Representatives from Milk Producers Associations all over the country will be present to discuss pooling plans and surplus problems. Marketing methods of all parts of the country are to be discussed and compared in an effort to standardize conditions throughout the country. Those representing the college will be: A. R. Merrill, Extension Dairyman, Paul Mohl, Extension Marketing expert, H. J. Baker, Director of the Extension Service, Prof. W. H. White and Prof. R. C. Fisher of the Dairy Department.

BEAT RHODE ISLAND

GEM THEATRE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY—NOV. 10 AND 11
JACKIE COOGAN (The "Kid") in "TROUBLE"
Also starting on the big serial "In the Days of Buffalo Bill"

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY—NOV. 12, 13, and 14
JAMES KIRKWOOD AND ANNA Q. NILSSON IN "THE MAN FROM HOME" — (Paramount Picture)

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—NOV. 15 AND 16
AGNES AYRES IN "BORDERLAND"
Also JOHN BARRYMORE in "THE DEVIL'S GARDEN"

THE TUBRIDI- WELDON CO.
Ladies' and Misses' Ready-to-Wear Shop
750 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

MARY ANNA SODA SHOP AND TEA ROOM
Main and Union Streets
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

THE WILLIMANTIC LUMBER & COAL COMPANY
Established 1862
Lumber, Coal, Lime, Cement and Builders' Supplies
87 Church St., Willimantic, Ct.
Telephone Connection

Pianos, Players, Benches, Stools, Covers Polish and Player Rolls For Sale
SPRING AND HOLMES
59 Church St. At The Vogue Shop Telephone 336-12

THE WINDHAM NATIONAL BANK
Willimantic, Conn.
Capital $100,000
Surplus $225,000

A Complete Stock of VICTROLAS, RECORDS, PIANOS At All Times
UNITED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
666 Main St., Willimantic, Ct.
Telephone 240

Your Wants in the Jewelry Line will receive prompt attention at TRACY & WOLMER'S 688 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

H. W. STANDISH JEWELRY OF QUALITY
Special order work and repairing KODAKS AND SUPPLIES 720 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

HARTFORD DYE WORKS
28 Church St., Willimantic, Conn.
Phone 135
Cleaning and Dyeing of All Kinds
Send Garments by Parcel Post
We Pay One Way!
Work Guaranteed Quick Shipment

DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES
OUR MOTTO:
To give our customers the very best goods and to make the prices as low as is consistent with good quality.

H. V. BEEBE Storrs, Conn.
When in Need of Sporting Goods Try The Jordan Hardware Company They Carry a Complete Line
604 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

Our Specialty PICTURE FRAMING
WILLIMANTIC ART STORE
58 Church Street "The Art and Gift Shop"

Official Banner Man at C. A. C.
GREGORY N. ABDIAN
2347 15th Street Troy, N. Y.

Do You Know Where the Athletes Satisfy their Appetites?
at the

POPULAR LUNCH
Jack Nichols, Prop.
731 Main St.

EDGARTON-FOSLOM CO.
Ladies Hatters Exclusive High Class Millinery—Featuring—"Pippas Hats"
776 Main St., Willimantic, Conn
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COME ALUMNI!

It is always a pleasure to the undergraduates to see the old familiar faces of the alumni on the Hill. Likewise it always seems good to the alumni to return to the Hill and to see the old place once more. At Connecticut the biggest reunions usually come at Commencement time but this year there is planned a big time for the week-end of the Rhode Island game. Plans have long been under way to care for the alumni during that week-end and to make sure that everyone has a bang-up good time while he or she is on the Hill.

There is the biggest pep fest of the year scheduled for Friday night, with the possibilities of alumni cheer leaders being on the job once more. Saturday comes the big parade; then the greatest of all gridiron contests of the year will be witnessed by many visitors and hundreds of shouting Aggies. In the evening the annual Football Banquet will be held in the College Dining Hall. Prominent speakers will be on hand.

With a schedule like this planned, every alumnu within travelling distance of the college should lay aside the "old place" once more. Come to the Hill and have a good time.

BETTER CHEERING

The cheering at the game last Saturday showed a marked improvement over the here-to-fore ragged attempts to yell. The new system seems to have many good points and if the cheer leaders would only support the good old Aggie cheers ought to be flowing freely by the time Rhode Island arrives here.

Let's all get together and show the Hill and the world the way it is done.

TOO MUCH VISITING

Of late there have been many complaints from the freshmen about having too many visitors. Most of the annoyers are upperclassmen who assemble in the rooms of the freshmen who want to study. This state of affairs may be brought about by several reasons, but the chief ones are that the upperclassmen are idle and wish some place to loiter and gossip. Many of them are associated with that term "sophomore" so the annoyance may be, and this is often said to be the case, a bunch of freshmen men who take it for granted that occupying a freshmen's time that no other fraternity man can even get a chance to see him or talk to him. Likewise the victim himself does not get an even break, for he has no time to study and consequently his marks go down and down until the powers that take a hand and the college career of that individual is in the past tense.

A pretty selfish way for any fraternity to rush its men.

Although the freshmen are handi- capped by the fact that they cannot tell the upperclassmen to get out of the way and be considerate, they should learn to make the most of their free periods during the day when the others are at classes. There are also many times during the day when the campus is quiet. A freshman who has much trouble studying in the evening should make sure of the most of these short periods of quiet. They are no rules which forbid upperclassmen to visit in the rooms of freshmen from sun to sun, if they choose, but it is deplorable that they are so incon siderate as to rob a freshman of an honest desire to study and make the most of his opportunities while in the college.

THE "EDUCATED" MAN

To be educated in the best sense of the word says an erudite professor in the University of Chicago, who is working on a proposal to the university's board, must be able to truthfully answer in the affirmative all these questions:

Has education made you public spirited?
Has it made you a brother to the work?
Have you learned how to make friends and keep them?
Do you know what it is to be a man?
Can you look an honest man or a pure woman in the eye?
Do you see anything to love in a little child?
Will a lonely dog follow you in the street?
Can you be high-minded and happy in the cleanest drudgeries of life?
Can you think washing dishes and hoeing corn just as compatible with high thinking as piano playing and golf?
Are you good for anything yourself?
Can you be happy alone?
Can you look out on the world and see anything except dollars and cents?
Can you look into a mud puddle by the wayside and see a clear sky?
Can you see anything in the puddle but mud?
Can you look into the sky at night and see beyond the stars?

"Campus" SOLICITS ALUMNI SUBSCRIPTIONS

Several Issues Sent out Free to All Alumni.

Coin Now in Demand.

With the issue of the "Campus" the Board is ending the drive for subscriptions from the alumni. During the first of the year there were several copies sent out to all of the alumni. Those who have not subscribed but there are still many more who have not subscribed.

During the past few years the alumni have supported the "Campus" in a very creditable manner. It is expected that they will respond to the call this year in the same manner as in previous times.

SAFETY VALVE

LESS RUBBISH, PLEASE!

A neat campus always makes a very favorable appearance when visitors come to inspect the grounds and build ings of a college. Connecticut is especially favored in having one of the most picturesque of any college in the country with grounds and buildings on a par with the landscape.

That good appearance of the Hill is often marred, however, by the accumulation of papers and other kindred rubbish which is thrown or thoughtlessly dropped on the campus. Particularly is this so in the vicinity of Storrs and Koons Halls. The window may be an easy way to get rid of papers and the like but it is a doubt that they do not add to the beauty of the grass. Neither do mutilated squashes, broken chairs and ink bottles.

Much of this is due to carelessness and because the person who drops the material does not think what he is doing. If he could realize that he is hurting the appearance of the college grounds the offense would probably not occur.

In a short time there will be hundreds of alumni visitors and Rhode Island students on the Hill for the big game. A clean campus will do much to create a favorable impression.

Let's all get into the game and make the Hill "litterless" and keep it so.

—For C. A. C.

HONORARY FRATERNITY MEN DISCUSS PLANS

Active Members of Gamma Chi Epsilon Meet with Honorary and Alumni Board at the Phi Mu Delta House.

A joint meeting of the active, alumni and honorary members of the Gamma Chi Epsilon fraternity was held in the Phi Mu Delta House last Friday night. President Weinstein called the meeting together and then President Beach took charge of the business for the evening. Matters pertaining to the work of assisting freshmen in their studies, which the fraternity is now carrying on, and other lines in which the members of this scholastic body might do good work, were discussed.

The honorary members present were President Charles Besed, Professor George Lamson and Doctor Edmund Simnott. Earl Moore, '20, assistant instructor in Mechanical Engineering, and Robert Mathewson, '22, Assistant Field Secretary of the Alumni Association were the alumni members present.

Refreshments consisting of ice cream, cake and smokes were enjoyed after the business meeting.

"Nanook of the North," a six reel feature with an all star cast will be shown in Hawley Armory, Saturday evening. Dancing will follow the movies.
IPSE DIXIT and GALILEO

There was much learning but little real knowledge in Galileo’s time (1564-1642). Aristotle was swallowed in bad Latin translations. Ipsedixit. No one checked him by what seemed vulgar, coarse experiment.

Galileo fought against the dead hand of tradition. He did not argue about Aristotle, but put him to the test. Aristotle led his readers to believe that of two bodies the heavier will fall the faster. Galileo simply climbed to the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa and dropped two unequal weights. The “best people” were horrified; they even refused to believe the result—that the weights reached the ground in equal times.

“Look at the world, and experiment, experiment,” cried Galileo.

The biggest man in the 16th century was not Galileo in popular estimation, but Suleiman the Magnificent, the Ottoman Emperor, who swept through Eastern Europe with fire and sword and almost captured Vienna. Where is his magnificence now?

Galileo gave us science—established the paramount right of experimental evidence. Suleiman did little to help the world.

Hardly an experiment is made in modern science, which does not apply Galileo’s results. When, for instance, the physicists in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company study the motions of electrons in rarified atmospheres, or experiment to heighten the efficiency of generators and motors, they follow Galileo’s example and substitute facts for beliefs.

HOME VERSUS COLLEGE

“Man is influenced to a great extent by his environment.”—Socrates.

Example—At home our hero would no more think of asking his fair one to go out walking on a Sunday afternoon than he would dream of smoking corn silk. Now I ask you, what kind of a reception do you think that he would receive?

But—At Connecticut on a Sunday afternoon he is forced to overcome his scruples by a yearning desire for the companionship of a female and when he finds that walking is a perfectly proper form of Sunday amusement, ain’t it a grand and glorious feeling?

BEAT RHODE ISLAND!

It is difficult to foresee disastrous to some members of the fair sex of the college if the male members do not stop using the famed boardwalk for a sliding place.

That hard boiled stuff may be all right but most of us prefer the stuff that gets hard without the boiling.

Heard in the Dorm

Soph: “Do you know that the lights are weak tonight?”

Frosch: “Why?”

Soph: “They were out last night.”

There’s a Difference

26: “Do you believe in free love?”

23: “No, but I enjoy free loving.”

(Cont. from page 1 col. 3)

7. F.T.—I Found a Four-leaf Clover.
8. F.T.—Pick Me Up
9. Waltz—Panorama Bay

Intermission
10. F.T.—Black-eyed Blues
11. F.T.—Nobody Lied
12. F.T.—Chicago (Moonlight)
13. F.T.—I’ll Build a Stairway
14. F.T.—Homesick
15. F.T.—When the leaves (Moonlight)
16. F.T.—Listening on the Radio
17. F.T.—Oh! How I hate to go home
18. Waltz—Two O’clock in the morning

Extras
1. F.T.—Truly
2. F.T.—Tricks
3. F.T.—Grey Dawn
THE PEERLESS ORCHESTRA
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Plays for all the LARGEST C. A. C. Dances

Gane & Son
Beat Rhode Island!!

NEW OVERCOATS THAT WILL APPEAL TO FELLOWS WHO DEMAND STYLE, COMBINED WITH QUALITY. STUDENTS WILL FIND THIS STORE A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE.

THE CHURCH-REED COMPANY
WILLIMANTIC'S LIVEST CLOTHES SHOP

GEORGE S. ELLIOTT INSURANCE
Jordan Building
WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT

College Barber
Hair Cutting a Specialty
E. S. Patterson
Basement Storrs Hall
HILLHOUSE & TAYLOR
Millwork and Lumber
Phone 161
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

If You Want the Best There is in Clothes, Go to GORDON, THE TAILOR
33 Church St., WILLIMANTIC
His Customers Are Always So Well Satisfied That They Come Again and Bring Their Friends. He Also Does Cleaning, Dyeing, Pressing and Repairing

SPALDINGS--SPORTING GOODS

THE WOOD
28--30 UNION STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT

THE REX RESTAURANT
Steaks and Chops a Specialty
696 Main Street
WILLIMANTIC, Conn.

The Maverick Laundry
Get YOUR Duds In OUR Suds
“Send it to the Laundry”

Special Parlor for Ladies
SHAKEL & HADDAD
Shoe Shine Parlor
Hats and Gloves Cleaned
8 North St. WILLIMANTIC

KEEER & MILLS
Cleaning and Pressing Neatly Done
No. 3 Koons Hall

PROF. FISCHER AGAIN
PRESIDENT OF A. D. S. A.
Professor R. C. Fischer of the Dairy Department recently attended the annual conventions of the Nationalized Cream Association and the American Public Health Association, where sanitary control of Dairy Products was discussed.
The Eastern section of the American Dairy Science Association recently met at Springfield, and elected officers for the coming year. Professor Fischer of this college was re-elected president. Professor Boord of Pennsylvania was elected vice-president and Professor Smith of Massachusetts was elected secretary and treasurer. Professor White, Mr. Merrill and Mr. Chapman, all of this college, also attended.

ALUMNI ACTIVITIES
Malcolm Segar ex '22 who is now a farmer of Wethersfield, was a visitor at the Phi Mu Delta House last Tuesday night. "Doc" took a trip up to the Armory to give the masqueraders the O. O. but made no comments.
Winthrop Ford, '19, who is now running a farm in Windsor visited the Hill with Segur last Tuesday evening.
Ralph C. Ackerman, '17, was on the Hill for a few days this week. Ackerman is now employed by a fertilizer company of Boston and his headquarters are in Winthrop, Mass.
Clarence J. Grant, '22, is now employed by the United States Department of Agriculture and is doing work in entomology at the Gipsy Moth Camp in Riverton, N. J.
Carlton J. Austin, '21, is at Johns Hopkins where he is taking advanced work in chemistry.
"Walt" Clark, '18, has returned from a honeymoon in the White Mountains. Mr. and Mrs. Clark will have their home at Storrs where "Walt" is employed by the farm management department as assistant demonstrator.
"Herk" Webb, '22, is in the estimating department of the Habirshow Electric Cable Company of Yonkers, N. Y.
E. L. Clarke, '13, of St. Catherin, Ontario, Canada, visited Storrs this fall while on an automobile trip thru New England.
Flora Miller, '20, is teaching home economics in Segregansett, Mass.
Harris Winslip, '10, of Dover Plains, N. Y., is assistant manager of the Moffat Dairy Farm which bottles milk for the hospitals of New York City.
"Red" Markham, '20, is the proud father of a son who celebrated his fourth week's birthday on November 11.
Carl Small, '22, is teaching in Southington High School, having left the bony hills of Vermont to the care of Enos White.
Charlotte Wakeman, ex '25, has joined "Woody" at Ames, Iowa, where they are teaching courses at Iowa State College, "Woody's" being graduate study in the Animal Husbandry Dept.
Miss Francis Bristol '21 was married to Stanley G. Secombe of Derby on October 14. Mr. and Mrs. Secombe will reside in Ansonia.

DUNHAM POOL RAPIDLY NEARING COMPLETION

Tiling Contract Given to Clark & Co. of Hartford—More Cement Pouring to be Done Soon.

Work on the new swimming pool now being constructed in the basement of Hawley Armory is progressing rapidly, after considerable delay. The masons are putting up a brick wall that runs up within six inches of the top of the wall close to the outer wall. This will support the wall around the pool, which will have six inches of cement surmounted by tile work.

The tile work, which will be done by Clark & Company of Hartford, will cover the top of the wall and extend five feet down into the pool.

In order that the plumbers may be able to repair the piping conveniently at any time, a passageway will be made around the pool where all the pipes will be enclosed. This passageway will be entered through manholes in the walls above.

The outlet runs from the deepest part of the tank, near the north end, under the bowling alleys and then underground to a point just below the greenhouses of the college.

The floor of the pool which is now in the rough will be smoothed in the near future. Irons are being set in the cement for life rails.

Pouring of cement for the walls and bottom was completed in the record time of twelve and one-half hours. The cribbing for the upper part of the walls and the forms of the outside walks is now nearly done.

BUILDING DEPT. TO OCCUPY NEW STRUCTURE

Will Provide Temporary Offices and General Storage Rooms, Plumbing Shop and Electrical Shop.

The new building being constructed to the rear of the Power Plant is nearing completion, with the roof now being finished on the right wing, and the siding of clapboards on and painted. The concrete floor in the left wing has been laid.

This building comprises part of a huge building plan of the Building Department and it has been approved by President Beach. With the addition of another building on the west side a completely enclosed square will be formed, including the Power Plant. The remaining building will become the office of the Building Department, and the college hopes to get appropriations for it at the next Legislature. Gates in the fencing, running between the buildings will provide entrance into the yard.

The new building is the shape of a right angle, each wing of which is 120 feet long and 20 feet wide. The left wing will be divided into temporary offices, supply rooms, printing shop and electrical shop and garage room while the right wing will be used for the storage of lumber.

Mr. Tenney expects to move from the old office near Swan Lake to the new quarters in the near future.
CAMPUS PHILOSOPHER

Soon the girls can practice aesthetic dancing in the snow.

Few stayed in the Armory during the intermission at the Varsity Club dance.

Probably, as Floyd Dell writes, they all "bathed in icy moonbeam." 

The girl and the pipe were in evidence at the Providence game.

More scandal would be furnished for the state newspapers if we said, "Both were smoking."

Philosophy of a Freshman
Wills Sainte-Claire
Rushing air,
Co-ed fair,
Beside me here.
The crowd would stare,
The car would tear—
But I don't care;
It's just a prayer!

Let's have the swimming pool co-ed.

"Me-ow" in the Kampus Klips last week must have been uttered by the Varsity Club's kitten.

"A cat got him!"

That R. O. T. C. Hop sounds like the real thing.

Before poetry, quiet, and an open fire, philosophy pales.

Are we ready for a college humorous magazine?

Wonder what the co-eds think of the exponents of masculine bobbed hair?

The gentlemen in question maintain that they sacrifice their golden locks in order to give the other fellows a chance at the Holcomb Hall At-homes.

The name of the Football Hop Play sounds interesting, to say the least.

A poor loser is bad enough but when the victor is a poor sport, it is worse yet.

This Military Ball should be quite the spirals.

Wonder if the co-eds will attend in uniforms?

What would Venus de — say if she knew who were smoking her name-sakes?

Good Old America

Dr. Newton explaining the systems of weights and measures: "We wish that we had the more convenient metric system used by the French but you know that we were raised on quarts and gallons."

R. O. T. C. MEN WILL GIVE MILITARY HOP

Committees will be appointed in near future for probable December event.

Men of the R. O. T. C. Battalion are now formulating plans for a military hop to be given sometime in December. The idea of such a dance was suggested by Capt. Crim at the last drill period and was immediately voted favorable and action started toward the completion of the idea.

The custom of holding a military dance has long been established at many other colleges.

As this is the first time in several years that a military dance has been given on the Hill those in charge will do everything possible to make it one of the best dances of the year.

Committees for the event will be appointed in the near future from the cadet officers.

AT OTHER COLLEGES

In anticipation of another victory over Detroit University, "The Springfield Student" carries the picture of all the individual players. William "Beano" Graf, former Connecticut center is among them. Tribute is paid to his playing in the following sentences: "Graf entered here this fall coming from Connecticut Aggies. He hails from the little burg of Stamford, Ct. He is five feet eleven inches tall, weighs 170 and is full of fight."

The plan of a Student Council for student government at Georgia School of Technology has recently been passed by the student body. Each class elects members and the organization is similar to the Student Council in existence here prior to last year.

Bowdon, Colby and Bates, the three Maine colleges, have given up basketball for this year. These colleges are situated so far north that the winter sports, such as hockey and skating, have a greater appeal than the indoor sports.

At Mercer University, the sophomores violated the anti-hazing law of the institution by spanking the freshmen. Facing the alternative of similar treatment or expulsion, the sophos chose the spanking.

The Scabbard and Blade, honorary military fraternity, was established in Georgia Tech in 1920. Since the charter was granted to this chapter, it has been firmly established in the traditions of the school, and holds a high place in its prestige. Last year there was some talk of petitioning for a chapter of this fraternity at Connecticut.

The Homewood Company, which for the past two years has had complete financial control of athletics at Johns Hopkins University, has been dissolved, and the university has resumed control. The Homewood Company was established by the alumni of the institution for the purpose of boosting athletics, but has incurred considerable liabilities which led to its downfall.
They Bought

1923 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS

So we traded in these used motorcycles. Some have just been overhauled. Others have been rebuilt and painted. Each and every one is in tip-top running order and is a big bargain in this great outdoor sport of motorcycling.

Cast Your Eye Over This List of Bargains

1 1916 Harley Davidson 61 cu.in.
1 1919 Harley Davidson 61 cu.in.
1 1920 Harley Davidson 61 cu.in.
1 1921 Harley Davidson 61 cu.in.
1 1922 Harley Davidson 61 cu.in.
1 1922 Harley Davidson 74 cu.in.
1 1922 Harley Davidson. Sport Model been run 2500 miles
1 1916 Side Car
1 1920 Side Car
1 1922 Side Car

Then come in—look ’em over and let us take you out for a ride. And say, we have an easy pay-as-you-ride plan that you’ll say is O.K.

Kingsley Bros.
Harley-Davidson Motorcycles
Main and Ash Streets
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Phone 196-14

THE WILSON DRUG CO.
Wholesale and Retail Drugists
Eastern Connecticut's Leading Drug Store
723 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

WILLIMANTIC TRUST CO.
"A Bank for All the People"
GENERAL BANKING
Willimantic, Conn.

THE UNION SHOE CO.
C. F. Risedorf, Prop.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
Reliable Footwear at Fair Prices

LAUNDRY WORK

Done in the newest and most modern way

QUICK SERVICE
OUR DRIVER IS AT THE BOOK STORE EVERY DAY

The Troy Steam Laundry
"Satisfaction Our Wash-word"

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE H. E. REMINGTON COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Wearables of the Better Kind for Men and Boys
WILLIMANTIC, - - CONNECTICUT